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together is a valuable contribution. But, could some of the goal have been attained
more rapidly at less cost by assembling these reviews in an inexpensive offset paper-
back comparable to the collective reviews ofmajor papers in molecular genetics and
molecular biology popular in the early 60's? Would this possibly lower the cost and
increase the degree of availability to medical students who would benefit greatly
from such a text? This is especially relevant because this text supercedes in some
ways the previous authoritative study on the same problem edited only 4 years
earlier by Dingle and Fell. Can we thus anticipate the 1977 edition and so on? Is
there no alternative in fields that are moving so rapidly? Having stated this however,
I can feel enthusiastic about the dollar value in saved library search time that this
volume will provide to those interested in this problem simply because of its





PRINCIPLES AND TECHNIQUES OF ELECTRON MICROSCOPY: BIOLOGICAL APPLICA-
TIONS. Volume III. Edited by M. A. Hayat. Van Nostrand Reinhold, New York,
1973. xii, 321 pp. $19.95.
Electron microscopy has become an essential technique in the study of cellular
biology and contributes significantly to many other fields. Thus, it is now widely
used and instruments are available in many institutions. Even so the technique is
seldom, if ever, employed to the limit of its capacity, a shortcoming which occurs
primarily through lack of adequately developed procedures but also because of the
interdisciplinary communications gap fostered by disparities in training and lan-
guage. This book is apparently intended to bridge the gap; another equally suitable
subtitle would be High Resolution Applications, though it does not fit the book
exactly either.
Volume III starts with a briefoutline describing construction and use ofa modern
electron microscope and follows with six chapters, each presenting a procedure. In
the preface the editor states "The various procedures are self-explanatory and
sufficiently detailed so they can be carried out to completion without outside help,"
and thereby directs the book to persons with some previous knowledge and
experience in electron microscopy. The procedures presented can be separated into
two areas: three give approaches for high-resolution applications and three give in-
formation for practical applications in biological research. For high resolution, the
authors discuss: visualization of selectively stained molecules, mostly DNA; dark
field electron microscopy; and in-focus phase contrast imaging. These chapters pre-
sent useful information to those interested but may prove tough reading for the
neophyte. As more practical techniques: electron microscopy of subcellular parti-
cles; stereology for morphometry; and critical point drying are presented; the first
two are well done and give a good viewpoint ofthese areas but the third is short and
sketchy and lacking critical information.
In general, the book does well toward its purpose through the knowledge and
efforts ofits authors.
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